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TSS Implements Remote Key Loading for Lynxgate at Ft. Bragg FCU
CHARLOTTE, N.C. – June 4, 2014 – Trusted Security Solutions, Inc., a leading provider of
secure ATM key management solutions, today announced that the A98 System is now able to
successfully remotely key ATM’s on the ATM processing platform from Lynxgate®, a Fiserv
company. Fort Bragg FCU in Fayetteville, North Carolina has certified the use of the A98 to rekey
their ATMs.
“We have proven that we can use the A98 to remote key our ATMs. As we embark on upgrading
our ATMs with Windows 7 OS, we will be able remotely key our ATMs, without additional
investment in equipment and avoid the security risks associated with generating and managing
paper components.” remarks Alex Terry, Vice President of Information Systems as Fort Bragg
FCU.
“We continue to enhance the A98 to be able to work with practically any transaction host” says
Dennis Abraham, President of Trusted Security Solutions. “With this solution, there are no
changes to the Lynxgate system. Rather, the TSS solution works directly with the ATM to
remotely establish the new key, load it into the Lynxgate database, and return the ATM to the
Lynxgate system. This solution is adaptable to applications similar to Lynxgate, and avoids the
cost of additional investment in equipment.”
About A98 ATM Initial Key Establishment System
Trusted Security Solutions’ flagship product, the A98 ATM Initial Key Establishment System, offers
one system that provides efficient, compliant and comprehensive key management for all ATMs.
Through patented technology, A98 allows all sizes of financial institutions and processors to
efficiently load unique double length triple DES keys using remote key loading or Comvelopes©.
Privately held, TSS is headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina. To learn more about TSS and
the A98 system, Visit www.trustedsecurity.com.
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